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Unit 1 

Theory and construction of aircraft engines 

(Part one) 

         For an aircraft to remain in level unaccelerated flight, a thrust must be 

provided that is equal to and opposite in direction to the aircraft drag. This thrust, 

or propulsive force, is provided by a suitable type of heat engine. 

         All heat engines have in common the ability to convert heat energy into 

mechanical energy, by the flow of some fluid mass through the engine. In all cases, 

the heat energy is released at a point in the cycle where the pressure is high, 

relative to atmospheric. 

         These engines are customarily divided into groups or types depending upon: 

1. The working fluid used in the engine cycle 

2. The means by which the mechanical energy is transmitted into a propulsive 

force, and 

3. The method of compressing the engine working fluid. 

         The propulsive force is obtained by the displacement of a working fluid (not 

necessarily the same fluid used within the engine) in a direction opposite to that in 

which the airplane is propelled. This is an application of Newton`s third law of 

motion. Air is the principal fluid used for propulsion in every type of powerplant 

except the rocket, in which only the byproducts of combustion are accelerated and 

displaced.   

Exercise 1. Read the following words: 

Thrust                           Customarily 

Propulsive                     Transmit 

Convert                         Displacement 

Release                          Application 

Cycle                            Combustion 

Atmospheric  

Exercise 2. Find in the text English equivalents to the following expressions: 
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Горизонтальный полет, лобовое сопротивление самолета, движущая сила, 

соответствующий тип теплового двигателя, превращать тепловую энергию в 

механическую, тепловая энергия освобождается, метод сжатия, движущая 

сила достигается, перемещение рабочего вещества, III закон движения 

Ньютона. 

Exercise 3. Find in the text the synonyms to the following words: 

Plane, power plant, liquid, movement, each, usually 

Exercise 4. Find pairs of antonyms among the following words: 

Unaccelerated, equal, heat, high, same, opposite, accelerated, low, cold, other. 

Exercise 5. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Тяга равна лобовому сопротивлению. 

2. Тяга противоположна направлению лобового сопротивления. 

3. Тепловая энергия в двигателе превращается в механическую. 

4. Механическая энергия преобразуется в движущую силу. 

5. В ракетах ускоряются и перемещаются только продукты сгорания. 

Exercise 6. Change the sentences according to the model, using the Passive 

Voice: 

We apply here Newton`s third law of motion. 

Newton`s third law of motion is applied by us. 

1. Heat engines provide thrust. 

2. All heat engines convert heat energy into mechanical. 

3. A rocket accelerates the byproducts of combustion. 

4. Heat engines use fluid mass to convert heat energy into mechanical energy. 

Exercise 7. Answer the questions: 

1. What is thrust equal to? 

2. What is thrust opposite to? 

3. What do all heat engines have in common? 

4. How is heat energy converted into mechanical energy? 

5. How is propulsive force obtained? 

6. What principal fluid is used for propulsion? 
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Exercise 8. Complete the following statements: 

1. The thrust is provided by … 

2. All heat engines have in common the ability to … 

3. The propulsive force is obtained by … 

4. … is the principal fluid used for propulsion in every type of power plant. 

5. In rockets only … are accelerated and displaced.  

Exercise 9. Retell the text. 

Unit 2 

Theory and construction of aircraft engines 

(Part two) 

         The propellers of aircraft powered by reciprocating or turboprop engines 

accelerate a large mass of air through a small velocity change. The fluid used for 

creating propulsive force is different in quantity from that used within the engine 

to produce the mechanical energy. Turbojets, ramjets, and pulsejets accelerate a 

smaller quantity of air through a large velocity change. They use the same working 

fluid for creating propulsive force that is used within the engine. A rocket carries 

its own oxidizer rather than uses ambient air for combustion. It discharges the 

gaseous byproducts of combustion through the exhaust nozzle at an extremely high 

velocity. 

         Engines are further characterized by the means of compressing the working 

fluid before the addition of heat. The basic methods of compression are: 

1. The turbine-driven compressor (turbine engine). 

2. The positive displacement, piston-type compressor (reciprocating engine). 

3. Ram compression due to forward flight speed (ramjet). 

4. Pressure rise due to combustion (pulse-jet and rocket). 

         A more specific description of the major engine types used in commercial 

aviation is given later. 

Exercise 1. Read the following words: 

Reciprocating                         Oxidizer 

Turboprop                              Exhaust nozzle 

Turbojet                                  Extremely 
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Pulse-jet                                 Characterize 

Quantity  

Exercise 2. Read the following phrases: 

The propellers of aircraft, through a small velocity change, a different quantity, to 

produce the mechanical energy, its own oxidizer, at an extremely high velocity, 

engines are further characterized, due to forward flight speed. 

Exercise 3. Find in the text English equivalents to the following words and 

expressions: 

Масса воздуха, производить механическую энергию, в двигателе, 

окружающий воздух, газообразные побочные продукты сгорания, 

чрезвычайно высокая скорость, способ сжатия, основной метод сжатия, 

скоростной напор. 

Exercise 4. Find pairs of antonyms among the following words: 

Large, different, quantity, high, before, positive, forward, rise, after, low, quality, 

same, small, put down, negative, backward. 

Exercise 5. Find pairs of synonyms among the following words: 

Velocity, fluid, strength, ambient, positive, surrounding, force, liquid, speed, 

affirmative. 

Exercise 6. Make up all possible types of questions to the following sentences: 

1. The propellers of aircraft accelerate a large mass of air through a small 

velocity change. 

2. A rocket carries its own oxidizer. 

Exercise 7. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Воздушные винты самолета ускоряют большие массы воздуха. 

2. Существуют различные типы двигателей: поршневые, турбовинтовые, 

турбореактивные,  пульсирующе реактивные и прямоточные. 

3. Ракета использует свой собственный окислитель. 

4. При чрезвычайно высокой скорости ракета выбрасывает газообразные 

побочные продукты сгорания. 
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Exercise 8. Answer the questions: 

1. What types of engines accelerate a smaller quantity of air through a large 

velocity change? 

2. What working fluid do they use? 

3. Does a rocket use ambient air for combustion? 

4. What does it use? 

5. What does a rocket discharge the gaseous byproducts through? 

6. How does it discharge the gaseous byproducts? 

7. What are the basic methods of compression? 

8. What causes pressure to rise in pulse-jets and rockets? 

Exercise 9. Retell the text. 

Unit 3 

General requirements 

         All engines must meet certain general requirements of efficiency, economy, 

and reliability. Besides being economical in fuel consumption, an aircraft engine 

must be economical (the cost of original procurement and the cost of maintenance) 

and it must meet exacting requirements of efficiency and low weight per horse-

power ratio. It must be capable of sustained high-power output with no sacrifice in 

reliability; it must also have the durability to operate for long periods of time 

between overhauls. It needs to be as compact as possible, yet have easy 

accessibility for maintenance. It is required to be as vibration free as possible and 

be able to cover a wide range of power output at various speeds and altitudes. 

         These requirements dictate the use of ignition systems that  will deliver the 

firing impulse to the spark plugs at the proper time in all kinds of weather and 

under other adverse conditions. Fuel-metering devices are needed that will deliver 

fuel in the correct proportion to the air ingested by  the engine regardless of the 

altitude,  or type of weather in which the engine is operated. The engine needs a 

type of oil system that delivers oil under the proper pressure to all of the operating 

parts of the engine when it is running. Also it must have a system of damping units 

to damp out the vibrations of the engine when it is operating. 

Exercise 1. Read the words, paying attention to their pronunciation: 

Requirement                          Efficiency 

Reliability                              Consumption 
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Procurement                           Maintenance 

Sacrifice                                 Durability 

Accessibility                          Altitude 

Adverse                                  Vibration 

Exercise 2. Read and translate the following word combinations: 

General requirements; economical in fuel consumption; the cost of maintenance; 

sustained high-power output; as compact as possible; at various speeds and 

altitudes; the use of ignition systems; firing impulse; fuel-metering devices; 

damping units; fuel consumption;  the cost of original procurement; with no 

sacrifice in reliability; easy accessibility for maintenance; under other adverse 

conditions; to damp out the vibration. 

Exercise 3. Find in the text the English equivalents to the following word 

combinations: 

Соответствовать основным требованиям; стоимость техобслуживания; 

низкий вес по отношению к мощности (в лошадиных силах); без ущерба для 

прочности; период времени между капитальными ремонтами; быть удобным 

(доступным) для технического обслуживания; иметь широкий диапазон 

мощности; при различной высоте и скорости; искровой импульс; в нужное 

время; при неблагоприятных условиях; приборы дозирования топлива; в 

правильной (нужной) пропорции к воздуху; независимо от положения 

самолета в воздухе; система смазки; при соответствующем давлении;  

амортизационная система. 

Exercise 4. Complete the sentences using the words below column and 

translate the sentences into Russian: 

1. All aircraft engines need to be as compact … 

2. It is required to be able to cover a wide range of power output at various … 

3. The oil system must deliver oil … 

4. An aircraft engine must meet exacting requirements of low weight … 

5. It must have the durability to operate for long periods of time … 

 

a) Speeds and altitudes 

b) Per horsepower ratio 

c) As possible 
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d) Under proper pressure 

e) Between overhauls 

Exercise 5. Find in the text the nouns with the suffixes  -ment, -tion and say 

what verbs they are derived from. 

Exercise 6. Find in the text the sentences with the modal verb “must”. What 

other modal verbs do you know? Translate the following sentences into 

English: 

1. Этот двигатель может быть экономичным в потреблении топлива. 

2. Авиадвигатели должны быть доступны для технического 

обслуживания. 

3. Погодные условия не должны влиять (influence) на работу двигателя. 

4. Вы можете использовать эти приборы дозирования топлива. 

Exercise 7. Make up sentences using the following words: 

1. Engines, be, free, as, aircraft, as, must, vibration, possible. 

2. The firing, impulse, to, delivers, system, the spark plugs, an ignition. 

3. To the air, fuel-metering devices, fuel, deliver, in the correct proportion. 

4.  Vibrations, a system, units, damping, of, damps out. 

5. The engine, properly, operating, is. 

Exercise 8. Give the three forms of all the verbs used in the text. 

Exercise 9. Make up all possible types of questions to the following sentences: 

1. Aircraft engines can operate under adverse conditions. 

2. The ignition system delivers the firing impulse to the spark plugs. 

Exercise 10. Answer the following questions to the text: 

1. What requirements must all engines meet? 

2. What must an engine be capable of? 

3. Must it be as compact and vibration free as possible? 

4. What kind of system delivers the firing impulse to the spark plugs? 

5. What are the requirements to the ignition system? 

6. What kind of fuel-metering devices are needed? 

7. What kind of oil system does the engine need? 

8. What is the function of the damping units system? 

Exercise 11. Speak about the purpose of the ignition system, fuel-metering 

devices, and the oil system. 
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Exercise 12. Retell the text. 

Unit 4 

Powerplant selection 

         For aircraft whose cruising speeds will not exceed 250 m.p.h. the 

reciprocating engine is the usual choice. When economy is required in the low-

speed range, the conventional reciprocating engine is chosen because of its 

excellent efficiency. When high-altitude performance is required, the turbo-

supercharged reciprocating engine may be chosen because it is capable of 

maintaining rated power to a high altitude (above 30.000 feet). 

         In the range of cruising speeds from 180 to 350 m.p.h. the turbopropeller 

engine performs better than other types of engines. It develops more power per 

pound of weight than does the reciprocating engine, thus allowing a greater fuel 

load or payload for engines of a given power. The maximum overall efficiency of a 

turboprop powerplant is less than that of a reciprocating engine at low speeds. 

Turboprop engines operate most economically at high altitudes, but they have a 

slightly lower service ceiling than do turbosupercharged reciprocating engines. 

Economy of operation of turboprop engines, in terms of cargo-ton-miles per pound 

of fuel, will usually be poorer than that of reciprocating engines because cargo-

type aircraft are usually designed for low-speed operation. On the other hand, the 

cost of operation of the turboprop may approach that of the reciprocating engine 

because it burns cheaper fuel. 

         Aircraft intended to cruise from high subsonic speeds up to Mach 2.0 are 

powered by turbojet engines. Like the turboprop, the turbojet operates most 

efficiently at high altitudes. High-speed, turbojet-propelled aircraft fuel economy, 

in terms of miles per pound of fuel, is poorer than that attained at low speeds with 

reciprocating engines. 

         However, reciprocating engines are more complex in operation than other 

engines. Correct operation of reciprocating engines requires about twice the 

instrumentation required by turbojets or turboprops, and it requires several more 

controls. A change in power setting on some reciprocating engine installations may 

require the adjustment of five controls, but a change in power on a turbojet requires 

only a change in throttle setting. Furthermore, there are a greater number of critical 

temperatures and pressures to be watched on reciprocating engine installations than 

on turbojet or turboprop installations. 

Exercise 1. Read the words, paying attention to their pronunciation: 
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Exceed                           Altitude                        Performance 

Turbosupercharged       Efficiency                     Ceiling  

Cruise                            Turbojet                        Turboprop 

Instrumentation             Installation                    Adjustment 

Throttle                          Furthermore 

Exercise 2. Read the word combinations: 

Cruising speed; conventional reciprocating engine; excellent efficiency; high-

altitude performance; turbosupercharged reciprocating engine; the maximum 

overall efficiency; designed for low-speed operations; reciprocating engines 

installations; adjustment of five controls; throttle setting. 

Exercise 3. Find pairs of synonyms among the following words: 

Aircraft, a few, speed, right, choice, work, power, effective, efficient, operation, 

capacity, correct, aeroplane, several, velocity, selection. 

Exercise 4. Give the Russian equivalents to the following word combinations: 

Cruising speed; low-speed range; conventional reciprocating engine; high-altitude 

performance; turbosupercharged reciprocating engine; more power per pound of 

weight; engines of a given power; maximum overall efficiency; subsonic speed; 

turbojet-propelled aircraft; more complex in operation; several more controls; 

throttle setting; reciprocating engines installations. 

Exercise 5. Give the English equivalents to the following word combinations: 

Типичный выбор; полет с низкой скоростью; полет на большой высоте; 

поддерживать номинальную мощность; запас топлива; полезная нагрузка; на 

низкой скорости; предельная высота полета; грузовые самолеты; для работы 

на малой скорости; дозвуковая скорость; экономия топлива; положения 

дросселя. 

Exercise 6. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Крейсерская скорость этих самолетов не превышает 250 миль в час. 

2. Поршневой двигатель с турбонагнетателем способен поддерживать 

номинальную мощность до достижения высоты свыше 30000 футов. 
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3. Турбовинтовой двигатель развивает большую мощность на фунт веса, чем 

поршневой двигатель. 

4. Турбовинтовые двигатели работают более экономично на больших 

высотах. 

5. Грузовые самолеты обычно проектируются для эксплуатации на 

пониженных скоростях. 

6. В турбовинтовом двигателе используется более дешевое топливо. 

7. Турбореактивные двигатели более эффективно работают на больших 

высотах. 

8. Поршневые двигатели более сложны в эксплуатации, чем другие 

двигатели. 

9. Поршневой двигатель требует больше органов управления.  

10. Для изменения мощности турбореактивного двигателя нужно только 

изменить положение дросселя. 

Exercise 7. Find in the text the sentences with the verbs in the Passive Voice, 

explain their usage. 

Exercise 8. Make up all possible types of questions to the sentences given 

below: 

1. When the economy is required in the low-speed range, the conventional 

reciprocating engine is chosen because of its excellent efficiency. 

2. Turboprop engines operate most economically at high altitudes. 

Exercise 9. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Какова крейсерская скорость этого самолета? Превышает ли она 250 миль 

в час? 

2. Когда используется обычный поршневой двигатель? 

3. Поршневой двигатель с турбонагнетателем может поддерживать 

номинальную мощность на большой высоте. 

4. Какие двигатели работают более экономично на больших высотах? 

5. В турбовинтовом двигателе используется более дешевое топливо. 
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6. Какие самолеты приводятся в движение турбореактивными двигателями? 

7. Какие двигатели более сложны в эксплуатации?  

8. Турбовинтовой двигатель развивает большую мощность на фунт веса, чем 

поршневой двигатель? – Да. 

9. Хорошая работа поршневых двигателей требует большего количества 

органов управления. 

Exercise 10. Answer the following questions: 

1. What kind of engine is the usual choice for aircraft with cruising speed not 

exceeding 250 m.p.h.? 

2. When is the conventional reciprocating engine chosen? 

3. When may the turbosupercharged reciprocating engine be chosen? 

4. When does the turbopropeller engine perform better? 

5. What altitudes do turboprop engines operate most economically at? 

6. What operation are cargo-type aircraft designed for? 

7. What types of aircraft are powered by turbojet engines? 

8. What engines are more complex in operation? Explain why. 

Exercise 11. Say what you have learned from the text about the operation of 

reciprocating, turboprop and turbojet engines. 

Unit 5 

Types of reciprocating engines. 

         Many types of reciprocating engines have been designed. However, 

manufacturers have developed some designs that are used more commonly than 

others and are therefore recognized as conventional. Reciprocating engines may be 

classified according to cylinder arrangement with respect to the crankshaft (in-line, 

V-type, radial, and opposed) or according to the method of cooling (liquid-cooled 

or air-cooled). Actually, all engines are cooled by transferring excess heat to the 

surrounding air. In air-cooled engines, this heat transfer is direct from the cylinders 

to the air. In liquid-cooled engines, the heat is transferred from the cylinders to the 

coolant, which is then sent through tubing and cooled within a radiator placed in 

the airstream. The radiator must be large enough to cool the liquid efficiently. Heat 
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is transferred to the air more slowly than it is to a liquid. Therefore, it is necessary 

to provide thin metal fins on the cylinders of an air-cooled engine in order to have 

increased surface for sufficient heat transfer. Most aircraft engines are air-cooled. 

Exercise 1. Read the words using their transcription: 

Reciprocating [ri`siprǝkeitiŋ]                  Design [di`zain] 

Conventional [kǝn`venʃ(ǝ)nǝl]               Arrangement [ǝ`reındʒmǝnt] 

Crankshaft [kræŋkʃa:ft]                            Efficiently [ı`fıʃ(ǝ)ntlı] 

Cylinder [`sılındǝ]                                    Radiator [`reıdıeıtǝ] 

Sufficient [sǝ`fıʃ(ǝ)nt]   

Exercise 2. Read the following word combinations and give their Russian 

equivalents: 

Reciprocating engines; recognized as conventional; according to cylinder 

arrangement; with respect to the crankshaft; air-cooled engines; liquid-cooled 

engines; through tubing; within a radiator placed in the airstream; increased 

surface; to be designed; liquid-cooled; air cooled; to transfer excess heat; thin 

metal fins; in order to, sufficient heat transfer. 

Exercise 3. Give the English equivalents to the following word combinations: 

Поршневой двигатель; усовершенствовать некоторые конструкции; 

использовать чаще других; классифицировать в соответствии с; способ 

охлаждения; окружающий воздух; внутри радиатора; достаточно большой; 

охлаждать эффективно; тонкие металлические ребра; двигатель воздушного 

охлаждения; двигатель с жидкостным (водяным) охлаждением; большинство 

авиадвигателей. 

Exercise 4. Put in the suitable words. 

1. We classify reciprocating engines … cylinder arrangement … the 

crankshaft or according to … . 

2. All engines are cooled by transferring … heat to the surrounding air. 

3. In … engines the heat transfer is direct from the cylinders to the air. 

4. In liquid-cooled engines the heat is transferred from the … to the … . 
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5. The coolant is sent through … to the radiator. 

6. Heat is transferred to … more slowly than it is to a liquid. 

7. Most aircraft engines are … . 

Exercise 5. Find pairs of antonyms among the words given below: 

Heat, useless, excess, less, direct, decrease, within, least, large, thick, thin,  small, 

most, outside, increase, indirect, more, lack, necessary, cool. 

Exercise 6. Define the degrees of comparison of the following adjectives and 

adverbs, form their missing degrees of comparison: 

Many, conventional, direct, large, more commonly, efficiently, more slowly, 

necessary, thin, sufficient, most. 

Exercise 7. Find in the text the verbs in the Passive Voice. Explain their usage: 

Exercise 8. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Цилиндры двигателя воздушного охлаждения имеют тонкие 

металлически ребра. 

2. В соответствии с расположением цилиндров относительно коленчатого 

вала поршневые двигатели бывают линейного, V-образного, радиального 

и противоположного типов. 

3. Избыток теплоты отводится в окружающий воздух. 

4. Радиатор обдувается воздушным потоком. 

5. Радиатор должен быть достаточно больших размеров, чтобы 

эффективно охлаждать жидкость. 

6. Охлаждающая жидкость охлаждается в радиаторе. 

7. Некоторые элементы конструкции были усовершенствованы 

изготовителями. 

8. Тепло отводится от стенок цилиндров к охлаждающей жидкости. 

9. Жидкость будет эффективно охлаждаться в этом радиаторе. 

Exercise 9. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1. How many types of reciprocating engines have been designed? 
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2. What designs are recognized as conventional? 

3. In what way are reciprocating engines classified? 

4. How are all engines cooled? 

5. What is the heat transfer in air-cooled engines like? 

6. Where is the heat transferred to in liquid-cooled engines? 

7. Where is the coolant sent to? 

8. Where is the radiator placed? 

9. Why is it necessary to provide thin metal fins on the cylinders of an air-

cooled engine? 

10. What type of cooling do most of aircraft engines have? 

Exercise 10.  Retell the text. 

Unit 6 

Pistons 

         The piston of a reciprocating engine is a cylindrical member which moves 

back and forth within a steel cylinder. The piston acts as a moving wall within the 

combustion chamber. As the piston moves down in the cylinder, it draws in the 

fuel/air mixture. As it moves upward, it compresses the charge, ignition occurs, 

and the expanding gases force the piston downward. This force is transmitted to 

the crankshaft through the connecting rod. On the return upward stroke, the piston 

forces the exhaust gases from the cylinder. 

Piston construction 

         The majority of aircraft engine pistons are machined from aluminum alloy 

forgings. Grooves are machined in the outside surface of the piston to receive the 

piston rings, and cooling fins are provided on the inside of the piston for greater 

heat transfer to the engine oil. 

         Pistons may be either the trunk type or the slipper type. Slipper type pistons 

are not used in modern, high-powered engines because they do not provide 

adequate strength or wear resistance. The top face of the piston or head may be 

flat, convex, or concave. Recesses may be machined in the piston head to prevent 

interference with the valves. 
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         As many as six grooves may be machined around the piston to accommodate 

the compression rings and oil rings. The compression rings are installed in the 

three uppermost grooves: the oil control rings are installed immediately above the 

piston pin. The piston is usually drilled at the oil control ring grooves to allow 

surplus oil scraped from the cylinder walls by the oil control rings to pass back into 

the crankcase. An oil scraper ring is installed at the base of the piston wall or skirt 

to prevent excessive oil consumption. The portions of the piston walls that lie 

between each pair of ring grooves are called ring lands. 

         In addition to acting as a guide for the piston head, the piston skirt 

incorporates the piston-pin bosses.  The piston-pin bosses are of heavy 

construction to enable the heavy load on the piston head to be transferred to the 

piston pin. 

Exercise 1. Read the following words: 

Combustion chamber                                        Occur 

Crankshaft                                                         Aluminum 

Surplus                                                               Crankcase 

Consumption                                                      Guide 

Incorporate                                                         Convex 

Concave                                                              Accommodate 

Exercise 2. Find in the text English equivalents to the following words and 

expressions: 

Топливно-воздушная смесь; расширяющиеся газы; на обратном ходу вверх; 

выхлопные газы; алюминиевый сплав; внешняя поверхность поршня; 

машинное масло; двигатели большой мощности; сопротивление износу; 

компрессионные кольца; поршневой палец; излишки масла; вернуться в 

картер двигателя; предотвратить избыточный расход масла; кольцевые 

площадки; в дополнение; бобышки поршневого кольца; усиленная 

конструкция. 

Exercise 3. Find pairs of antonyms among the following words:  

Concave, upward, inside, majority, to receive, heat, modern, outside, downward, 

minority, to send, old, convex, surplus, cold, lack. 
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Exercise 4. Find pairs of synonyms among the following words: 

Return, engine, surplus, each, heavy, transfer, power plant, come back, transmit, 

excess, every, hard. 

Exercise 5. Find in the text verbs in the Passive Voice and explain their usage: 

Exercise 6. Answer the following questions: 

1. What are the majority of aircraft engine pistons machined from? 

2. What is a piston? 

3. Where are the grooves machined? 

4. Where are the cooling fins provided? 

5. What are the cooling fins provided for? 

6. What types of pistons do you know? 

7. What may recesses be machined in the piston head for? 

8. Where are the oil rings and compression rings installed? 

9. What are rings lands? 

10. What does the piston skirt incorporate? 

Exercise 7. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. Поршень движется вверх и вниз внутри стального цилиндра. 

2. Вокруг поршня расположены 6 кольцевых пазов. 

3. Маслосъемные кольца предотвращают избыточный расход масла. 

4. Ребра охлаждения помещаются на внутренней стороне поршня для 

увеличения теплоотдачи. 

Exercise 8. Match the parts of sentences: 

1. Grooves are machined                  1. are machined from aluminum alloy forgings 

2. The majority of aircraft                 2. on the inside of the piston 

3. The top face of the piston              3. in the three uppermost grooves 

4. The compression rings are installed     4. in the outside surface of the piston  
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5. The cooling fins are provided        5. may be either flat, convex or concave 

Exercise 9. Make up a plan of the text. 

Exercise 10. Retell the text according to the plan. 

 

Unit 7 

Cylinder 

         The portion of the engine in which the power is developed is called a 

cylinder. The cylinder provides a combustion chamber where the burning and 

expansion of gases take place, and it houses the piston and the connecting rod. 

         There are four major factors that need to be considered in the design and 

construction of the cylinder assembly. These are: 

1. It must be strong enough to withstand the internal pressures developed during 

the engine operation. 

2. It must be constructed of a lightweight metal to keep down the engine weight. 

3. It must have good heat-conducting properties for efficient cooling. 

4. It must be comparatively easy and inexpensive to manufacture, inspect, and 

maintain. 

         The head is either produced singly for each cylinder in air-cooled engines, or 

is cast “in-block” (all cylinder heads in one block) for liquid-cooled engines. The 

cylinder head of an air-cooled engine is generally made of aluminum alloy, 

because aluminum alloy is a good conductor of heat and its light weight reduces 

the overall engine weight. Cylinder heads are forged or die-cast for greater 

strength. The inner shape of a cylinder head may be flat, semispherical, or peaked, 

in the form of a house roof. The semispherical type has proved most satisfactory 

because it is stronger and aids in a more rapid and thorough scavenging of the 

exhaust gases. 

         Each cylinder is an assembly of two major parts: the cylinder head, and the 

cylinder barrel. At assembly, the cylinder head is expanded by heating and then 

screwed down on the cylinder barrel which has been chilled; thus, when the head 

cools and contracts, and the barrel warms up and expands, a gastight joint results. 

While the majority of the cylinders used are constructed in this manner, some are 

one-piece aluminum alloy sand castings. The piston bore of a sand cast cylinder is 
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fitted with a steel liner which extends the full length of the cylinder barrel section 

and projects below the cylinder flange of the casting. This liner is easily removed, 

and a new one can be installed in the field.  

Exercise 1. Read the following words and write their transcription: 

Cylinder, expansion, piston, connecting rod, major, design, assembly, withstand, 

internal, lightweight, properly, comparatively, maintain, aluminum alloy, overall, 

forged, semispherical, satisfactory, through, barrel, gastight, joint. 

Exercise 2. Read the following word combinations and give their Russian 

equivalents: 

The piston of the engine; the burning and expansion of gases; construction of the 

cylinder assembly; to withstand the internal pressures; good heat conducting 

properties; made of aluminum alloy; the overall engine weight; in the form of a 

house roof; most satisfactory; thorough scavenging of the exhaust gases; expanded 

by heating; a gastight joint; one-piece aluminum alloy sand castings; below the 

cylinder flange of the casting; the portion of the engine; expansion of gases; to 

house the piston and the connecting rod; the cylinder assembly; light weight metal; 

cast “in-block”; overall engine weight; to prove most satisfactory; cylinder barrel; 

screwed down on the cylinder barrel. 

Exercise 3. Give the English equivalents to the following word combinations: 

Выдерживать внутреннее давление; работа двигателя; уменьшать вес 

двигателя; сделанный из алюминиевого сплава; внутренняя форма; в форме 

крыши дома; при сборке; расширяться путем нагревания; газонепроницаемое 

соединение; быть оснащенным; проходить по всей длине; выдаваться за 

кромку литья; быть поставленным взамен. 

Exercise 4. Put in prepositions and translate the sentences into Russian: 

1. The power is developed … the cylinder. 

2. The expansion … gases takes place … the combustion chamber. 

3. The cylinder must withstand the pressures developed … the engine operation. 

4. Good heat-conducting properties are necessary … sufficient cooling. 

5. The cylinder head … an air-cooled engine is made … aluminum alloy. 

6. The inner shape of a cylinder head may be … the form … of a house roof. 
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7. Each cylinder is an assembly … two major parts. 

8. The cylinder head is expanded … heating and then screwed down … the 

cylinder barrel. 

9. The piston bore is fitted … a steel liner. 

Exercise 5. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1.В цилиндре находятся поршень и шатун. 

2. Цилиндр должен быть достаточно прочным, чтобы выдерживать 

внутреннее давление. 

3. Цилиндр должен обладать хорошими теплопроводными свойствами. 

4. В двигателях воздушного охлаждения головка изготавливается 

отдельно для каждого цилиндра. 

5. Головка цилиндра выполняется из алюминиевого сплава. 

6. Легкий вес головок из алюминиевых сплавов уменьшает общий вес 

двигателя. 

7. Внутренняя форма головки цилиндра может быть плоской (ровной), 

полусферической или в форме крыши дома. 

8. Цилиндр состоит из двух частей – головки цилиндра и гильзы 

цилиндра. 

9. Между головкой и гильзой цилиндра образуется газонепроницаемое 

соединение. 

10. Производство и техническое обслуживание цилиндров не должны 

быть дорогостоящими. 

Exercise 6. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1. What is called a cylinder? 

2. Where do the burning and expansion of gases take place? 

3. How many factors need to be considered in the design and construction of 

the cylinder assembly? 

4. What are they? 
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5. In what way is the head produced for cylinders of air-cooled and liquid-

cooled engines? 

6. What is the cylinder head made of? 

7. Why is it made of aluminum alloy? 

8. What kind of shape may cylinder heads be? 

9. How many parts does each cylinder have? 

10. How is the gastight joint between cylinder head and cylinder barrel made? 

Exercise 7. Make up a plan of the text. 

Exercise 8. Retell the text. 

Unit 8 

Valve-operating mechanism 

         For a reciprocating engine to operate properly, each valve must open at the 

proper time, stay open for the required length of time, and close at the proper time. 

Intake valves are opened just before the piston reaches the top dead point, and 

exhaust valves remain open after the top dead point. At a particular instant, 

therefore, both valves are open at the same time (end of the exhaust stroke and 

beginning of the intake stroke). This valve-overlap permits better volumetric 

efficiency and lowers the cylinder operating temperature. This timing of the valves 

is controlled by the valve-operating mechanism. 

         The valve lift (distance that the valve is lifted off its seat) and the valve 

duration (length of time the valve is held open) are both determined by the shape of 

the cam lobes. 

         The portion of the lobe that gently starts the valve-operating mechanism 

moving is called a ramp, or a step. The ramp is machined on each side of the cam 

lobe to permit the rocker arm to be eased into contact with the valve tip and thus 

reduce the shock load which would otherwise occur. 

         The valve-operating mechanism consists of a cam ring or camshaft equipped 

with lobes, which work against a cam roller or a cam follower. The cam follower, 

in turn, pushes a push rod and ball socket, which, in turn, actuates a rocker arm 

which opens the valve. Springs, which slip over the stem of the valves and which 

are held in place by the valve-spring retaining washer and stem key, close each 
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valve and push the valve mechanism in the opposite direction when the cam roller 

or follower rolls along a low section of the cam ring. 

Exercise 1. Read the following words and say what they mean: 

Operation                                                 Mechanism 

Controlled                                                Distance 

Contact                                                     Volumetric 

Exercise 2. Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and 

expressions: 

Клапан впуска; верхняя мертвая точка; в определенный момент; в одно и то 

же время; такт впуска (выпуска); перекрытие клапанов; согласованные 

действия клапанов; форма подъемных кулачков; профиль устанавливается; 

наконечник клапана; уменьшить ударную нагрузку; в свою очередь; 

удерживается на месте; в противоположном направлении. 

Exercise 3. Find pairs of synonyms among the following words: 

Particular, remain, each, close, start, required, permit, thus, necessary, every, stay, 

therefore, begin, allow, special. 

Exercise 4. Find pairs of antonyms among the following words: 

Open, permit, push, reduce, start, top, pull, bottom, increase, close, finish, prohibit. 

Exercise 5. Complete the following sentences: 

1. Each valve must open at the proper time so that … 

2. Better volumetric efficiency is provided by … 

3. The valve lift and the valve duration are determined by … 

4. A ramp or step is … 

Exercise 6. Find in the text sentences with the verbs in Passive Voice and 

translate them into Russian. 

Exercise 7. Answer the following questions: 

1. What is necessary for a reciprocating engine to operate properly? 

2. When are intake valves opened? 
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3. What does valve-overlap permit? 

4. What is timing of the valves controlled by? 

5. What are the valve lift and valve duration determined by? 

6. What is a ramp? 

7. Where is a ramp machined? 

8. What does the valve-operating mechanism consist of? 

Exercise 8. Match the parts of the sentences: 

1. The valve-overlap permits                      1. on each side of the cam lobe.  

2. The timing of the valves is                      2. a cam ring or camshaft equipped with  

controlled                                                    lobes. 

3. The valve lift and the valve duration     3. better volumetric efficiency. 

4. The ramp is machined                             4. by the valve-operating mechanism. 

5. The valve operating mechanism             5. are determined by the shape of the   

consists of                                                    cam lobes.  

Exercise 9. Retell the text. 

Unit 9 

General 

         The airframe of a fixed-wing aircraft is generally considered to consist of five 

principal units, the fuselage, wings, stabilizers, flight control surfaces, and landing 

gear. Helicopter airframes consist of the fuselage, main rotor and related gearbox, 

tail rotor (on helicopters with a single main rotor), and the landing gear. 

         The airframe components are constructed from a wide variety of materials 

and are joined by rivets, bolts, screws, and welding or adhesives. The aircraft 

components are composed of various parts called structural members (stringers, 

longerons, ribs, bulkheads, etc.). Aircraft structural members are designed to carry 

a load or to resist stress. A single member of the structure may be subjected to a 

combination of stresses. In most cases the structural members are designed to carry 

end loads rather than side loads: that is, to be subjected to tension or compression 

rather than bending. 
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         Strength may be the principal requirement in certain structures, while others 

need entirely different qualities. For example, cowling, fairing, and similar parts 

usually are not required to carry the stresses imposed by flight or the landing loads. 

However, these parts must have such properties as neat appearance and 

streamlined shapes. 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following words: 

Airframe                           Helicopter                                    Call 

Aircraft                             Variety                                         Design 

Wing                                 Rivet                                            Resist 

Flight                                Screw                                           Carry 

Surface                             Adhesive                                      Load 

Gearbox                            Various                                        Subject 

Requirement                     Certain                                         Entirely 

Quality                              Cowling                                       Fairing 

Property                            Appearance                                  Shape 

Single                                Bulkhead                                     Strength 

Exercise 2. Read the following words and guess their meaning: 

Fixed, unit, stabilizer, principal, fuselage, control, rotor, component, construct, 

bolt, material, compose, structure, stringer, longeron, tension, compression, stress, 

combination, generally. 

Exercise 3. Find English equivalents of the following words and expressions in 

the text: 

Нести нагрузку; в большинстве случаев; подвергаться растяжению или 

сжатию; совершенно другие качества; различные части; самолет с 

неподвижным (фиксированным) крылом; шасси; широкое разнообразие 

материалов; нервюра; один главный винт (ротор); хвостовой ротор; 

поверхности управления полетом; главные (основные) элементы; 

структурные компоненты; комбинация нагрузок/сил; обтекаемые формы. 
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Exercise 4. Translate the following words and expressions into Russian: 

The principal requirement; a single member; the airframe components; helicopter 

airframes; is generally considered; similar parts; neat appearance; to carry the 

stresses; rather than bending; are designed to carry; may be subjected; are joined 

by rivets; related gearbox; are composed of various parts; for example; imposed by 

flight. 

Exercise 5. Find the synonyms to the following words from the text: 

Unit, load, require, structure, consist, variety, principal. 

Exercise 6. Find the antonyms to the following words from the text: 

Fixed, principal, single, to join, tension, end, different. 

Exercise 7. Find all the derivatives from the following words in the text: 

Appear; vary; combine; land; stabilize; require; differ; principle; entire; general; 

structure; compress. 

Exercise 8. Find all the compound words in the text. 

Exercise 9. Fill in the blanks with the words and expressions given below: 

Consist of; joined; strength; to carry; subjected; imposed; various. 

1. Aircraft structural members are designed … a load. 

2. The aircraft components are composed of … parts called structural members. 

3. Helicopter airframes … the fuselage, main rotor and related gearbox, tail 

rotor and the landing gear. 

4. The airframe components are … by rivets, bolts, screws, welding or 

adhesives. 

5. … may be the principal requirement in certain structures. 

6. A single member of the structure may be … to a combination of stresses. 

7. Cowling is not required to carry the stresses … by flight. 

Exercise 10. Insert proper modal verbs into the sentences given below: 

1. The helicopter … have one or two rotors. 

2. The airframe components … be joined by rivets, bolts, screws or adhesives. 
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3. Cowling and fairing … have such properties as neat appearance and 

streamlined shapes. 

4. A single member of the structure … be subjected to a combination of 

stresses. 

5. Aircraft structural members … carry a load or resist stress. 

6. Various parts of the aircraft components … be called structural members. 

7. Strength … be the principal requirement in certain structures. 

Exercise 11. Answer the questions on the text: 

1. What does the airframe of a fixed-wing aircraft consist of? 

2. What does the helicopter airframe consist of? 

3. How are the airframe components joined? 

4. What are various parts of the aircraft components called? 

5. How are aircraft structural members designed? 

6. What are the structural members subjected to? 

7. What is the principal requirement in certain structures? 

8. What properties must other parts of the aircraft have? 

Exercise 12. Put the items of the plan in the proper order: 

1. Structural members of the aircraft and their functions. 

2. Properties of the aircraft structures. 

3. Principal units of the airframe. 

Exercise 13. Retell the text according to the plan. 

Exercise 14. Listen to the text and retell it. 

         The airframe of a fixed-wing aircraft consists of 5 principal units: the 

fuselage, wings, stabilizers, flight control surfaces and landing gear. The airframe 

components consist of structural members, such as stringers, longerons, ribs, 

bulkheads, etc. They are joined by rivets, bolts, screws, welding or adhesives. 

Structural members can carry a load or resist stress. Strength is the principal 
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requirement in certain structures. Other parts, for example cowling and fairing 

must have neat appearance and streamlined shapes. 

 

Unit 10 

Fuselage 

         The fuselage is the main structure or body of the aircraft. It provides space 

for cargo, controls, accessories, passengers, and other equipment. In single-engine 

aircraft, it also houses the powerplant. In multi-engine aircraft the engines may 

either be in the fuselage, attached to the fuselage, or suspended from the wing 

structure. They vary principally in size and arrangement of the different 

compartments.  

         There are two general types of fuselage construction, the truss type, and the 

monocoque type. A truss is a rigid framework made up of members such as beams, 

struts, and bars to resist deformation by applied loads. The truss-framed fuselage is 

generally covered with fabric. 

Truss type 

         The truss type fuselage frame (figure 1-4) is usually constructed of steel 

tubing welded together in such a manner that all members of the truss can carry 

both tension and compression loads. In some aircraft, principally the light, single-

engine models, truss fuselage frames are constructed of aluminum alloy and may 

be riveted or bolted into one piece, with cross-bracing achieved by using solid rods 

or tubes. 

Monocoque type 

         The monocoque (single-shell) fuselage relies largely on the strength of the 

skin or covering to carry the primary stresses. The design may be divided into 

three classes: 

1. Monocoque, 

2. Semimonocoque, 

3. Reinforced shell. 

         The true monocoque construction (figure 1-5) uses formers, frame 

assemblies, and bulkheads to give shape to the fuselage, but the skin carries the 

primary stresses. Since no bracing members are present, the skin must be strong 
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enough to keep the fuselage rigid. Thus, the biggest problem involved in 

monocoque construction is maintaining enough strength while keeping the weight 

within allowable limits. 

         To overcome the strength/weight problem of monocoque construction, a 

modification called semimonocoque construction (figure 1-6) was developed. 

         In addition to formers, frame assemblies, and bulkheads, the semimonocoque 

construction has the skin reinforced by longitudinal members. The reinforced shell 

has the skin reinforced by a complete framework of structural members. Different 

portions of the same fuselage may belong to any one of the three classes, but most 

aircraft are considered to be of semimonocoque type construction. 

Exercise 1. Read and translate the following words: 

Fuselage                               Cargo                                Single-engine 

Provide                                 Equipment                        Multi-engine 

Either                                    Attach                              Suspend 

Arrangement                        Compartment                    Size 

Strut                                     Beam                                 Power 

Bar                                       Cover                                 Fabric 

Rigid                                    Truss                                  Type 

House                                   Light                                  Alloy 

Piece                                    Achieve                              Tube 

Rely                                     Primary                               Divide 

Reinforce                            Brace                                  Maintain               

While                                  Allowable                           Overcome 

Addition                             Longitudinal                       Shell 

Complete                            Belong                                Consider 

Former 
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Exercise 2. Read the following words and guess their meaning: 

Modification, construction, portion, structure, control, accessory, passenger, 

general, principally, vary, monocoque, deformation, fabric, construct, compression, 

tension, model, aluminum, bolt, cross, solid, stress, class, semimonocoque, 

assembly, problem, limit. 

Exercise 3. Find English equivalents of the following words and expressions in 

the text: 

Корпус самолета; конструкция крыла; сопротивляться деформации; 

покрытый тканью; основные типы; одномоторный самолет; различаться по 

размеру и устройству; жесткий каркас; ферменный тип; прикрепленный к 

фюзеляжу; стальные трубки; сваренные вместе; могут быть соединены 

заклепками или болтами; поперечное соединение; силы растяжения и сжатия; 

таким образом; основные нагрузки; чтобы придать форму фюзеляжу; 

допустимые пределы. 

Exercise 4. Translate the following words and expressions into Russian: 

In addition to; multi-engine aircraft; the truss type fuselage frame; solid rods; it 

houses the powerplant; reinforced shell; bracing members; semimonocoque 

construction; complete framework of structural members; belong to; to keep the 

fuselage rigid; the skin or covering. 

Exercise 5. Find the synonyms to the following words from the text: 

Cargo; space; deformation; skin; frame; to construct; solid. 

Exercise 6. Find the antonyms to the following words from the text: 

Single-engine aircraft; different; compression; cross; big; strong; primary; to 

overcome. 

Exercise 7. Find all the derivatives from the following words in the text: 

Pass; access; principal; arrange; general; construct; equip; compress; brace; 

monocoque; allow; develop; modify; add; frame; structure; large; inforce. 

Exercise 8. Find all the compound words in the text. 

Exercise 9. Fill in the blanks with the words and expressions given below: 

Suspended; aluminum alloy; covered; rigid; provides; portions; to overcome; 

allowable; divided. 
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1. Different … of the same fuselage may belong to any one of the three classes. 

2. In multi-engine aircraft the engines may be … from the wing structure. 

3. … the strength/weight problems of monocoque construction, a modification 

called semimonocoque construction was developed. 

4. The truss-framed fuselage is generally … with fabric. 

5. In some aircraft truss fuselage frames are constructed of … 

6. A truss is a … framework. 

7. The biggest problem involved in monocoque construction is maintaining 

enough strength while keeping the weight within … limits. 

8. The fuselage … space for cargo, controls, accessories, passengers and other 

equipment. 

9. The design of the fuselage may be … into three classes: 1) monocoque; 2) 

semimonocoque, or 3) reinforced shell. 

Exercise 10. Insert proper modal verbs into the sentences given below: 

1. Truss fuselage frames … be riveted or bolted into one piece. 

2. The truss-framed fuselage … be covered either with fabric or plywood. 

3. In multi-engine aircraft the engines … be in the fuselage, attached to the 

fuselage or suspended from the wing structure. 

4. The skin … be strong enough to keep the fuselage rigid. 

5. The skin … be reinforced by longitudinal members. 

6. The design of the fuselage … be divided into three classes. 

7. Cross-bracing … be achieved by using solid rods or tubes. 

8. All members of the truss … carry both tension and compression loads. 

Exercise 11. Find sentences in the text where verbs in Passive Voice are used. 

Translate them into Russian. 

Exercise 12. Answer the questions on the text: 

1. What is the main structure of the aircraft? 
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2. What can the fuselage house? 

3. Where can the engine be located? 

4. What are the main types of the fuselage construction? 

5. Which members does the truss consist of? 

6. What is the truss-framed fuselage covered with? 

7. What material are the truss fuselage frames constructed of? 

8. How are they joined? 

9. What carries the primary stresses in the monocoque construction? 

10. What main types of the monocoque fuselage do you know? 

11. What members give shape to the fuselage? 

12. What is the biggest problem involved in monocoque construction? 

13. How is the skin reinforced in the semimonocoque construction? 

14. Which type of the fuselage construction is generally used? 

Exercise 13. Make up a plan of the text. 

Exercise 14. Retell the text according to the plan. 

Exercise 15. Listen to the text and retell it: 

         The semimonocoque fuselage is constructed of the alloys of aluminum, 

magnesium, steel and titanium. Longitudinal members such as longerons and 

stringers take primary loads. The vertical structural members are bulkheads, 

formers and frames. 

         The strong, heavy longerons hold the bulkheads and formers. Bulkheads and 

formers hold the stringers. All of these joined together form a rigid fuselage 

framework. 

         The metal skin or covering is riveted to the longerons, bulkheads, and other 

structural members and carries part of the load. 
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Reader 

Semimonocoque type 

         The semimonocoque fuselage is constructed primarily of the alloys of 

aluminum and magnesium, although steel and titanium are found in areas of high 

temperatures. Primary bending loads are taken by the longerons, which usually 

extend across several points of support. The longerons are supplemented by other 

longitudinal members, called stringers. Stringers are more numerous and lighter in 

weight than longerons. The vertical structural members are referred to as 

bulkheads, frames, and formers. The heaviest of these vertical members are located 

at intervals to carry concentrated loads and at points where fittings are used to 

attach other units, such as the wings, powerplants, and stabilizers. Figure 1-7 

shows one form of the semimonocoque design now in use. 

         The stringers are smaller and lighter than longerons and serve as fill-ins. 

They have some rigidity, but are chiefly used for giving shape and for attachment 

of the skin. The strong, heavy longerons hold the bulkheads and formers, and 

these, in turn, hold the stringers. All of these joined together form a rigid fuselage 

framework. 

         There is often little difference between some rings, frames, and formers. One 

manufacturer may call a brace a former, whereas another may call the same type of 

brace a ring or frame. Manufacturer`s instructions and specifications for a specific 

aircraft are the best guides.   

         Stringers and longerons prevent tension and compression from bending the 

fuselage. Stringers are usually of a one-piece aluminum alloy construction, and are 

manufactured in a variety of shapes by casting, extrusion, or forming. Longerons, 

like stringers, are usually made of aluminum alloy; however, they may be of either 

a one-piece or a built-up construction. 

         By themselves, the structural members discussed do not give strength to a 

fuselage. They must first be joined together by such connective devices such as 

gussets, rivets, nuts and bolts, or metal screws. A gusset (figure 1-7) is a type of 

connecting bracket. The bracing between longerons is often referred to as web 

members. They may be installed vertically or diagonally. 

         The metal skin or covering is riveted to the longerons, bulkheads, and other 

structural members and carries part of the load. The fuselage skin thickness will 

vary with the load carried and the stresses sustained at a particular location. 
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         There are a number of advantages in the use of the semimonocoque fuselage. 

The bulkheads, frames, stringers, and longerons facilitate the design and 

construction of a streamlined fuselage, and add to the strength and rigidity of the 

structure. The main advantage, however, lies in the fact that it does not depend on 

a few members for strength and rigidity. This means that a semimonocoque 

fuselage, because of its stressed-skin construction, may withstand considerable 

damage and still be strong enough to hold together. 

         Fuselages are generally constructed in two or more sections. On small 

aircraft, they are generally made in two or three sections, while larger aircraft may 

be made up of as many as six sections. 

         Quick access to the accessories and other equipment carried in the fuselage is 

provided for by numerous access doors, inspection plates, landing wheel wells, and 

other openings. Servicing diagrams showing the arrangement of equipment and 

location of access doors are supplied by the manufacturer in the aircraft 

maintenance manual. 

 

Wing structure 

         The wings of an aircraft are surfaces which are designed to produce lift when 

moved rapidly through the air. The particular design for any given aircraft depends 

on a number of factors; such as size, weight, use of the aircraft, desired speed in 

flight and at landing, and desired rate of climb. The wings of a fixed-wing aircraft 

are designated left and right, corresponding to the left and right sides of the 

operator when seated in the cockpit. 

         The wings of some aircraft are of cantilever design; that is, they are built so 

that no external bracing is needed. The skin is part of the wing structure and carries 

part of the wing stresses. Other aircraft wings use external bracing (struts, wires, 

etc.) to assist in supporting the wing and carrying the aerodynamic and landing 

loads. Both aluminum alloy and magnesium alloy are used in wing construction. 

The internal structure is made up of spars and stringers running spanwise, and ribs 

and formers running chordwise (leading edge to trailing edge). The spars are the 

principal structural members of the wing. The skin is attached to the internal 

members and may carry part of the wing stresses. During flight, applied loads 

which are imposed on the wing structure are primarily on the skin. From the skin 

they are transmitted to the ribs and from the ribs to the spars. The spars support all 

distributed loads as well as concentrated weights, such as fuselage, landing gear, 

and on multi-engine aircraft, the nacelles or pylons. 
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         The wing, like the fuselage, may be constructed in sections. One commonly 

used type is made up of a center section with outer panels and wing tips. Another 

arrangement may have wing stubs as an integral part of the fuselage in place of the 

center section. 

         Inspection openings and access doors are provided, usually on the lower 

surfaces of the wing. Drain holes are also placed in the lower surface to provide for 

drainage of accumulated moisture or fluids. On some aircraft built-in walkways are 

provided on the areas where it is safe to walk or step. On some aircraft jacking 

points are provided on the underside of each wing. 

         Various points on the wing are located by station number. Wing station 0 

(zero) is located at the center line of the fuselage, and all wing stations are 

measured outboard from that point, in inches. 

         In general, wing construction is based on one of three fundamental designs: 

1) monospar, 2) multi-spar, or 3) box-beam. Modifications of these basic designs 

may be adopted by various manufacturers.    

         The monospar wing incorporates only one main longitudinal member in its 

construction. Ribs or bulkheads supply the necessary contour or shape to the 

airfoil. Although the strict monospar wing is not common, this type of design, 

modified by the addition of false spars or light shear webs along the trailing edge 

as support for the control surfaces, is sometimes used. 

         The multi-spar wing incorporates more than one main longitudinal member 

in its construction. To give the wing contour, ribs or bulkheads are often included. 

         The box beam type of wing construction uses two main longitudinal 

members with connecting bulkheads to furnish additional strength and to give 

contour to the wing. A corrugated sheet may be placed between the bulkheads and 

the smooth outer skin so that the wing can better carry tension and compression 

loads. In some cases, heavy longitudinal stiffeners are substituted for the 

corrugated sheets. A combination of corrugated sheets on the upper surface of the 

wing and stiffeners on the lower surface is sometimes used. 

Wing configurations 

         Depending on the desired flight characteristics, wings are built in many 

shapes and sizes. Figure 1-9 shows a number of typical wing leading and trailing 

edge shapes. 
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         In addition to the particular configuration of the leading and trailing edges, 

wings are also designed to provide certain desirable flight characteristics, such as 

greater lift, balance, or stability. Figure 1-10 shows some common forms. 

         Features of the wing will cause other variations in its design. The wing tip 

may be square, rounded, or even pointed. Both the leading edge and the trailing 

edge of the wing may be straight or curved, or one edge may be straight and the 

other curved. In addition, one or both edges may be tapered so that the wing is 

narrower at the tip than at root where it joins the fuselage. Many types of modern 

aircraft employ sweptback wings (figure 1-9). 

Wing spars 

         The main structural parts of a wing are the spars, the ribs, or bulkheads, and 

the stringers, or stiffeners, as in figure 1-11. 

         Spars are the principal structural members of the wing. They correspond to 

the longerons of the fuselage.  They run parallel to the lateral axis, or toward the 

tip of the wing, and are usually attached to the fuselage by wing fittings, plain 

beams, or a truss system. 

         Wooden spars can be generally classified into four different types by their 

cross sectional configuration. As shown in figure 1-12, they may be partly hollow, 

in the shape of a box, solid or laminated, rectangular in shape, or in the form of an 

I-beam. 

         Spars may be made of metal or wood depending on the design criteria of a 

specific aircraft. Most aircraft recently manufactured use spars of solid extruded 

aluminum or short aluminum extrusions riveted together to form a spar. 

         The shape of most wooden spars is usually similar to one of the shapes 

shown in figure 1-12. The rectangular form, figure 1-12A, can be either solid or 

laminated. Figure 1-12B is an I-beam spar that has been externally routed on both 

sided to reduce weight while retaining adequate strength. A box spar, figure 1-12C, 

is built up from plywood and solid spruce. The I-beam spar, figure 1-12D, may be 

built up of wood or manufactured by an aluminum extrusion process. The I-beam 

construction for a spar usually consists of a web (a deep wall plate) and cap strips, 

which are extrusions or formed angles. The web forms the principal depth portion 

of the spar. Cap strips are extrusions, formed angles, or milled sections to which 

the web is attached. These members carry the loads caused by the wing bending 

and also provide a foundation for attaching the skin. An example of a hollow or 

internally routed spar is represented in figure 1-12E. 
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         Figure 1-13 shows the basic configuration of some typical metal spars. Most 

metal spars are built up from extruded aluminum alloy sections, with riveted 

aluminum alloy web sections to provide extra strength. 

         Although the spar shapes of figure 1-13 are typical of most basic shapes, the 

actual spar configuration may assume many forms. For example, a spar may have 

either a plate or truss type web. The plate web (figure 1-14) consists of a solid plate 

with vertical stiffeners which increase the strength of the web. Some spar plate 

webs are constructed differently. Some have no stiffeners; others contain flanged 

holes for reducing weight. Figure 1-15 shows a truss spare made up of an upper 

cap, and connecting vertical and diagonal tubes. 

         A structure may be designed so as to be considered “fail-safe”. In other 

words, should one member of a complex structure fail, some other member would 

assume the load of the failed member.  

         A spar with “fail-safe” constructions is shown in figure 1-16. This spar is 

made in two sections. The top section consists of a cap, riveted to the upper web 

plate. The lower section is a single extrusion, consisting of the lower cap and web 

plate. These two sections are sliced together to form the spar. If either section of 

this type of spar breaks, the other section can still carry the load, which is the “fail-

safe” feature. 

         As a rule, a wing has two spars. One spar is usually located near the front of 

the wing, and the other about two-thirds of the distance toward the wing`s trailing 

edge. Regardless of type, the spar is the most important part of the wing. When 

other structural members of the wing are placed under load, they pass most of the 

resulting stress on to the wing spars. 

Wing ribs 

         Ribs are the structural crosspieces that make up the framework of the wing. 

They usually extend from the wing leading edge to the rear spar or to the trailing 

edge of the wing. The ribs give the wings its cambered shape and transmit the load 

from the skin and stringers to the spars. Ribs are also used in ailerons, elevators, 

rudders, and stabilizers. 

         Ribs are manufactured from wood or metal. Either wood or metal ribs are 

used with wooden spars while metal ribs are usually used with metal spars. Some 

typical wooden ribs, usually manufactured from spruce, are shown in figure 1-17. 
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         The most common types of wooden ribs are the plywood web, the lightened 

plywood web, and the truss types. Of these three types, the truss type is the most 

efficient, but it lacks the simplicity of the other types. 

         The wing rib shown in figure 1-17A is a truss type, with plywood gussets on 

both sides of the rib and a continuous rib cap around the entire rib. Rib caps, often 

called cap strips, are usually made of the same material as the rib itself, especially 

when using wooden ribs. They stiffen and strengthen the rib and provide an 

attaching surface for the rib covering. 

          A lightened plywood web rib is illustrated in figure 1-17B.  On this type the 

cap strip may be laminated, especially at the leading edge. Figure 1-17C shows a 

rib using a continuous gusset, which provides extra support throughout the entire 

rib with very little additional weight. 

         A continuous gusset stiffens cap strips in the plane of the rib. This aids in 

preventing buckling and helps to obtain better rib/skin glue joints where nail-

gluing is used because such a rib can resist the driving force of nails better than the 

other types. Continuous gussets are more easily handled than the many small 

separate gussets otherwise required. 

         Figure 1-18 shows the basic rib and spar structure of a wooden wing frame, 

together with some of the other wing structural members. In addition to the front 

and rear spars, an aileron spar, or false spar, is shown in figure 1-18. This type of 

spar extends only part of the spanwise length of the wing and provides a hinge 

attachment point for the aileron. 

         Various types of ribs are also illustrated in figure 1-18. In addition to the 

wing rib, sometimes called “plain rib” or even “main rib”, nose ribs and the butt 

rib are shown. A nose rib is also called a false rib, since it usually extends from the 

wing leading edge to the front spar or slightly beyond. The nose ribs give the wing 

leading edge area the necessary curvature and support. The wing rib, or plain rib, 

extends from the leading edge of the wing to the rear spar and in some cases to the 

trailing edge of the wing. The wing butt rib is normally the heavily stressed rib 

section at the inboard end of the wing near the attachment point to the fuselage. 

Depending on its location and method of attachment, a butt rib may be called a 

bulkhead rib or a compression rib, if it is designed to receive compression loads 

that tend to force the wing spars together. 

         Since the ribs are laterally weak, they are strengthened in some wings by 

tapes that are woven above and below rib sections to prevent sidewise bending of 

the ribs. 
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         Drag and antidrag wires (figure 1-18) are crisscrossed between the spars to 

form a truss to resist forces acting on the wing in the direction of the wing chord. 

These tension wires are also referred to as tie rods. The wire designed to resist the 

backward forces is called a drag wire; the antidrag wire resists the forward forces 

in the chord direction. 

         The wing attachment fittings, shown in figure 1-18, provide a means of 

attaching the wing to the aircraft fuselage. 

         The wing tip is often a removable unit, bolted to the outboard end of the wing 

panel. One reason for this is the vulnerability of the wing tips to damage, 

especially during ground handling and taxiing. 

         Figure 1-19 shows a removable wing tip for a large aircraft wing. The wing-

tip assembly is of aluminum alloy construction. The wing-tip cap is secured to the 

tip with countersunk screws and is secured to the interspar structure at four points 

with ¼ in bolts. The tip leading edge contains the heat anti-icing duct. Wing-heated 

air is exhausted through a louver on the top surface of the tip. Wing position lights 

are located at the center of the tip and are not directly visible from the cockpit. As 

an indication that the wing tip light is operating, some wing tips are equipped with 

a lucite rod to transmit the light to the leading edge. 

         Figure 1-20 shows a cross sectional view of an all-metal full cantilever (no 

external bracing) wing section. The wing is made up of spars, ribs, and lower and 

upper wing skin covering. With few exceptions, wings of this type are of the 

stressed-skin design (the skin is part of the wing structure and carries part of the 

wing stresses). 

         The top and bottom wing skin covers are made up of several integrally 

stiffened sections. This type of wing construction permits the installation of 

bladder-type fuel cells in the wings or is sealed to hold fuel without the usual fuel 

cells or tanks. A wing which is constructed to allow it to be used as a fuel cell or 

tank is referred to as a “wet-wing”. 

         A wing that uses a box-beam design is shown in figure 1-21. This type of 

construction not only increases strength and reduces weight, but it also enables the 

wing to serve as a fuel tank when properly sealed. 

         Both aluminum honeycomb and fiber glass honeycomb sandwich materials 

are commonly used in the construction of wing and stabilizer surfaces, bulkheads, 

floors, control surfaces, and trim tabs. Aluminum honeycomb material is made of 

aluminum foil honeycomb core, bonded between sheets of aluminum. Fiber glass 
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honeycomb material consists of fiber glass honeycomb core bonded between layers 

of fiber glass cloth. 

         In the construction of large aircraft structures and in some small aircraft as 

well, the honeycomb sandwich structure employs either aluminum or reinforced 

plastic materials. Honeycomb panels are usually a lightweight cellular core 

sandwiched between two thin skins or facing materials such as aluminum, wood, 

or plastic. 

         Aircraft honeycomb material is manufactured in various shapes, but is 

usually of the constant thickness or tapered core types. An example of each is 

shown in figure 1-22. 

         Figure 1-23 shows a view of the upper surface of a large jet transport wing. 

The various panels manufactured from honeycomb material are outlined by 

diagonal lines and labeled. 

         Still another type of construction is illustrated in figure 1-24. In this case the 

sandwich structure of the wing leading edge is bonded to the metal spar. Also 

shown is the integrally bonded deicer panel. 

 

Cowling 

         Cowling usually refers to the detachable covering of those areas into which 

access must be gained regularly, such as engines, accessory sections, and engine 

mount or firewall areas. Figure 1-26 shows an exploded view of the pieces of 

cowling for a horizontally-opposed engine on a light aircraft. 

         Some large reciprocating engines are enclosed by “orange-peel” cowl panels. 

The cowl panels are attached to the firewall by mounts which also serve as hinges 

when the cowl is opened (figure 1-27). 

         The lower cowl mounts are secured to the hinge brackets by pins which 

automatically lock in place, but can be removed by simply pulling on a ring. The 

side panels are held open by short rods; the top panel is held open by a longer rod, 

and the lower panel is restrained in the “open” position by a spring and cable. 

         All four panels are locked in the “closed” position by over-center steel 

latches, which are secured in the closed position by spring-loaded safety catches. 

Cowl panels are generally of aluminum alloy construction; however, stainless steel 
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is generally used as the inner skin aft of the power section, for cowl flaps and near 

the cowl flap openings, and for oil cooler ducts. 

         On turbojet engine installations, cowl panels are designed to provide a 

smooth airflow over the engines and to protect the engine from damage. The entire 

engine cowling system includes a nose cowl, upper and lower hinged removable 

cowl panels, and fixed cowl panel. Typical upper and lower hinged removable 

panels are shown in figure 1-28. 

 

Nacelles or pods 

         Nacelles or pods are streamlined enclosures used on multi-engine aircraft 

primarily to house the engines. They are round or spherical in shape and are 

usually located above, below, or at the leading edge of the wing on multi-engine 

aircraft. If an aircraft has only the engine, it is usually mounted at the forward end 

of the fuselage, and the nacelle is the streamlined extension of the fuselage. 

         An engine nacelle or pod consists of skin, cowling, structural members, a 

firewall, and engine mounts. Skin and cowling cover the outside of the nacelle. 

Both are usually made of sheet aluminum alloy, stainless steel, magnesium, or 

titanium. Regardless of the material used, the skin is usually attached to the 

framework by rivets. 

         The framework usually consists of structural members similar to those of the 

fuselage. The framework includes lengthwise members, such as longerons and 

stringers, and widthwise/vertical members, such as bulkheads, rings, and formers. 

         A nacelle or pod also contains a firewall which separates the engine 

compartment from the rest of the aircraft. This bulkhead is usually made of 

stainless steel sheet metal, or as in some aircraft, of titanium. 

         Another nacelle or pod member is the engine mount. The mount is usually 

attached to the firewall, and the engine is attached to the mount by nuts, bolts, and 

vibration-absorbing rubber cushions or pads. Figure 1-25 shows examples of a 

semimonocoque and welded tubular steel engine mount used with reciprocating 

engines. 

         Engine mounts are designed to meet particular conditions of installation, such 

as the location and the method of attachment of the engine mount and the size, 

type, and characteristics of the engine it is intended to support. An engine mount is 

usually constructed as a single unit which can be detached quickly and easily from 
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the remaining structure. Engine mounts are commonly made of welded 

chrome/molybdenum steel tubing, and forgings of chrome/nickel/molybdenum are 

used for the highly stressed fittings. 

         To reduce wind resistance during flight, the landing gear of most high-speed 

or large aircraft is retracted (drawn up into streamlined enclosures). The part of the 

aircraft which receives or encloses the landing gear as it retracts is called a wheel 

well. In many instances, the wheel well is part of the nacelle; however, on some 

aircraft the landing gear retracts into the fuselage or wing. 

 

Empennage 

         The empennage is also called the tail section and most aircraft designs 

consist of a tail cone, fixed surfaces, and movable surfaces. 

         The tail cone serves to close and streamline the aft end of most fuselages. 

The cone is made up of structural members (figure 1-29) like those of the fuselage; 

however, cones are usually of lighter construction since they receive less stress 

than the fuselage. 

         Other components of the typical empennage are of heavier construction than 

the tail cone. These members include fixed surfaces that help steady the aircraft 

and movable surfaces that help to direct an aircraft`s flight. The fixed surfaces are 

the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. The movable surfaces are usually a rudder 

and elevators. 

         Figure 1-30 shows how the vertical surfaces are braced, using spars, ribs, 

stringers, and skin in a similar manner to the systems used in a wing. 

         Stress in an empennage is also carried like stress in a wing. Bending, torsion, 

and shear, created by airloads, pass from one structural member to another. Each 

member absorbs some of the stress and passes the remainder to other members. 

The overload of stress eventually reaches the spars, which transmit it to the 

fuselage structure. 

 

Flight control surfaces 

         The directional control of a fixed-wing aircraft takes place around the lateral, 

longitudinal, and vertical axes by means of flight control surfaces. These control 

devices are hinged or movable surfaces through which the attitude of an aircraft is 
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controlled during takeoff, flight, and landing. They are usually divided into two 

major groups, the primary or main, and the auxiliary control surfaces. 

         The primary group of flight control surfaces consists of ailerons, elevators, 

and rudders. Ailerons are attached to the trailing edge of both wings of an aircraft. 

Elevators are attached to the trailing edge of the horizontal stabilizer. The rudder is 

hinged to the trailing edge of the vertical stabilizer. 

         Primary control surfaces are similar in construction and vary only in size, 

shape, and methods of attachment. In construction, control surfaces are similar to 

the all-metal wing. They are usually made of an aluminum alloy structure built 

around a single spar member or torque tube. Ribs are fitted to the spar at the 

leading and trailing edges and are joined together with a metal strip. The ribs, in 

many cases, are formed from flat sheet stock. They are seldom solid; more often, 

the formed, stampedout ribs are reduced in weight by holes which are punched in 

the metal. 

         The control surfaces of some aircraft are fabric covered. However, all 

turbojet powered aircraft have metal-covered surfaces for additional strength. 

          The control surfaces previously described can be considered conventional, 

but on some aircraft, a control surface may serve a dual purpose. For example, one 

set of control surfaces, the elevons, combines the functions of both ailerons and 

elevators. Flaperons are ailerons which can also act as flaps. A movable horizontal 

tail section is a control surface which supplies the action of both the horizontal 

stabilizer and the elevators. 

         The secondary or auxiliary group of control surfaces consists of such 

members as trim tabs, balance tabs, servo tabs, flaps, spoilers, and leading edge 

devices. Their purpose is to reduce the force required to actuate the primary 

controls, to trim and balance the aircraft in flight, to reduce landing speed or 

shorten the length of the landing roll, and to change the speed of the aircraft in 

flight. They are usually attached to, or recessed in, the main control surfaces.      

 

Ailerons 

         Ailerons are primary control surfaces which make up part of the total wing 

area. They are movable through a pre-designed arc and are usually hinged to the 

aileron spar or rear wing spar. The ailerons are operated by a lateral (side-to-side) 
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movement of the aircraft control stick, or a turning motion of the wheel on the 

yoke. 

         In a conventional configuration, one aileron is hinged to the outboard trailing 

edge of each wing. Figure 1-31 shows the shape and location of typical small-

aircraft ailerons on various wing-tip designs. 

         The ailerons are interconnected in the control system to operate 

simultaneously in opposite directions. As one aileron moves downward to increase 

lift on its side of the fuselage, the aileron on the opposite side of the fuselage 

moves upward to decrease lift on its side. This opposing action results in more lift 

being produced by the wing on one side of the fuselage than on the other, resulting 

in a controlled movement or roll due to unequal aerodynamic forces on the wings. 

         An end view of a typical metal rib in an aileron is shown in figure 1-32. The 

hinge point of this type of aileron is behind the leading edge of the aileron to 

provide a more sensitive response to control movements. The horns attached to the 

aileron spar are levers to which the aileron control cables are secured. 

         Large aircraft may use all-metal ailerons, except for fiber glass trailing edges, 

hinged to the rear wing spar in at least four places. Figure 1-33 shows several 

examples of aileron installation. 

         All the control surfaces of a large turbojet aircraft are shown in figure 1-34. 

As illustrated, each wing has two ailerons, one in the conventional position at the 

outboard trailing edge of the wing and another hinged to the trailing edge of the 

wing center section. 

         The complex lateral control system in large turbojet aircraft is far more 

sophisticated than the type employed in a light airplane. During low-speed flight 

all lateral control surfaces operate to provide maximum stability. This includes all 

four ailerons, flaps, and spoilers. At high speeds, flaps are retracted and the 

outboard ailerons are locked out of the aileron control system. 

         The major part of the skin area of the inboard ailerons is aluminum 

honeycomb panels. Exposed honeycomb edges are covered with sealant and 

protective finish. The aileron nose tapers and extends forward of the aileron hinge 

line. Each inboard aileron is positioned between the inboard and outboard flaps at 

the trailing edge of the wing. The aileron hinge supports extend aft and the 

attached to aileron hinge bearings to support the aileron. 
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         The outboard ailerons are made up of a nose spar and ribs covered with 

aluminum honeycomb panels. A continuous hinge attached to the forward edge of 

the nose is grooved to mate with the hem of a fabric seal. 

         The outboard ailerons are located in the trailing edge of each outboard wing 

section. Hinge supports extend aft from the wing and are attached to the aileron 

hinge bearing to support the aileron. The nose of the aileron extends into a balance 

chamber in the wing and is attached to balance panels. 

         Aileron balance panels (figure 1-35) reduce the force necessary to position 

and hold the ailerons. The balance panels may be made of aluminum honeycomb 

skin bonded to an aluminum frame, or of aluminum skin-covered assemblies with 

hat-section stiffeners. Clearance between the aileron nose and wing structure 

provides a controlled airflow area necessary for balance panel action. Seals 

attached to the panels control air leakage. 

         Air loads on the balance panels (figure 1-35) depend on aileron position. 

When the ailerons are moved during flight to either side of the streamline position, 

differential pressure is created across the balance panels. This differential pressure 

acts on the balance panels in a direction that assists aileron movement. Full balance 

panel force is not required for small angles of aileron displacement because the 

manual force necessary to rotate the control tab through small angles is slight. A 

controlled air bleed is progressively decreased as the aileron displacement angle is 

increased. This action increases the differential air pressure on the balance panels 

as the ailerons rotate from the streamline position. The increasing load on the 

balance panel counteracts the increasing load on the ailerons.  

Landing gear 

         The landing gear is the assembly that supports the aircraft during landing or 

while it is resting or moving about on the ground. The landing gear has shock 

struts to absorb the shock of landing and taxiing. 

         By means of a gear-retraction mechanism, the landing gear attaches to the 

aircraft structure and enables the gear to extend and retract. The landing gear 

arrangement either has a tailwheel or a nosewheel. Landing gear arrangements 

having a nosewheel are usually equipped for nosewheel steering. Nosewheel 

aircraft are protected at the fuselage tail section with a tail skid or bumper. By 

means of wheels and tires (or skis), the landing gear forms a stabilizing contact 

with the ground during landing and taxiing. Brakes installed in the wheels enable 

the aircraft to be slowed or stopped during movement on the ground. 
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Skin and fairing 

         The smooth outer cover of the aircraft is referred to as skin. The skin covers 

the fuselage, wings, empennage, nacelles, and pods. The material used for the skin 

covering is usually sheet aluminum alloy, treated so that it will not corrode. 

Magnesium and stainless steel may also be used to a limited extent. The thickness 

of the skin materials covering a structural unit may differ, depending on the load 

and stresses imposed within and throughout the structure. To smooth out the 

airflow over the angles formed by the wings and other structural units with the 

fuselage, shaped and rounded panels or metal skin are attached. This paneling or 

skin is called fairing. Fairing is sometimes referred to as a fillet. Some fairing is 

removable to provide access to aircraft components, whereas other fairing is 

riveted to the aircraft structure. 

 

Access and inspection doors 

         Access doors permit normal or emergency entrance into or exit from the 

aircraft. Also, they provide access to servicing points and manually operated 

drains. Inspection doors provide access to a particular part of the aircraft being 

inspected or maintained. Access or inspection doors are either hinged or 

removable. They are fastened in the closed position with catch and locking 

mechanisms, screws, quick-release devices, or cowling type fasteners. Access and 

inspection doors that are removable often have a stenciled identification number 

that is identical to a number stenciled near the opening that they cover. Other 

access and inspection doors have a stenciled nomenclature to identify the opening 

that they cover. 

 

Anti-icing using engine bleed air  

         Heated air for anti-icing is obtained by bleeding air from the use of such a 

system is that relatively large amounts of very hot air can be tapped off the 

compressor, providing a satisfactory sours of anti-icing and deicing heat. 

         A typical system of this type is shown in figure 1-36. This system is divided 

into six sections. Each section includes (1) a shutoff valve, (2) a temperature 

indicator, and (3) an overheat warning light. 

         The shutoff valve for each anti-icing section is a pressure regulating type. 

The valve controls the flow of air from the bleed air system to the ejectors, where it 
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is ejected through small nozzles into mixing chambers. The hot bleed air is mixed 

with ambient air. The resultant mixed air at approximately 350 F. flows through 

passages next to the leading edge skin. Each of the shutoff valves is pneumatically 

actuated and electrically controlled. Each shutoff valve acts to stop anti-icing and 

to control airflow when anti-icing is required. A thermal switch connected to the 

control solenoid of the shutoff valve causes the valve to close and shut off the flow 

of bleed air when the temperature in the leading edge reaches approximately 185 F. 

When the temperature drops, the valve opens, and hot bleed air enters the leading 

edge. 

         The temperature indicator for each anti-icing section is located on the anti-

icing control panel. Each indicator is connected to a resistance-type temperature 

bulb located in the leading edge area. The temperature bulb is placed so that it 

senses the temperature of the air in the area aft of the leading edge skin, not the hot 

air passed next to the skin. 

         Overheat warning systems are provided to protect the aircraft structure from 

damage due to excessive heat. If the normal cyclic system fails, temperature 

sensors operate to open the circuit controlling the anti-ice shutoff valves. The 

valves close pneumatically to shut off the flow of hot air. 

 

A330/A340 

Ramp handling 

Ground service connections 

         The A330 and A340-300 share the same structure, except for the number of 

engines; the A340-200 differs only in that it has a shorter fuselage. 

         The ground service connections are identical on all models and conform to 

the same international standard as the earlier models of Airbus aircraft. They are 

positioned along the underside of the fuselage, except for the refuel/defuel 

connectors, which are located at the leading edge of the wings (figure 1-37). 

 

External electrical power 

         The external ground power panel is located just aft of the nose landing gear 

bay on the fuselage lower centerline and can be reached without steps. It contains 

two receptacles (ISO R 461), together with the conventional selectors and 
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indicators mounted to the rear of the receptacles. Each receptacle has a capacity of 

90kVa, and accepts both type ISO 1 and ISO 2 connectors. Provision is made, 

adjacent to the receptacles, to support the weight of the external electrical cable. 

         A ground power control unit (GPCU) is incorporated into the aircraft`s 

electrical network to regulate the external supply and protect the aircraft`s circuity. 

         A no-break power transfer function is also provided to allow the transfer of 

electrical power between two electrical sources with no interruption of the supply 

to the concerned burbars (figure 1-38). 

 

Pneumatics 

         Low and high pressure air supplies are connected to the aircraft at the low 

pressure and high pressure service panels which are positioned on the forward face 

of the belly fairing, to the left of the aircraft center-line. In this position the 

connectors are accessible to supplies of air from either mobile units or via the 

passenger bridge. Both service panels can be reached without steps. 

         Two standard 8 inch (MS 33562) low pressure connectors interface with the 

ground supply, to provide conditioned air to heat or cool the passenger cabin, as 

required, without using the air conditioning packs. 

         The high pressure air service panel is located immediately behind the low 

pressure panel, and comprises two standard 3 inch (MS 33740) connectors. This 

supply can be used for engine start, or as a power source for the aircraft`s air 

conditioning packs (figure 1-39). 

 

Fuel 

         The refuel/defuel panel is located on the rear face of the belly-fairing, to the 

right of the aircraft centre-line. 

         Optionally, this panel may be positioned on either the left or right wing, out-

board of the refuel coupling. 

         From this panel, the aircraft can be refuelled automatically via the Fuel 

Control and management Computers (FCMC), individual tanks can be refuelled, 

inter-tank transfers can be made, or the aircraft defuelled. 
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         Pressure refuel couplings are provided at both the left and right wings as 

standard on the A340, and on the right wing only on the A330. Each coupling 

comprises two standard 2.5 inch ISO R 45 connectors, positioned behind a forward 

opening access panel. Refuel time for the A340 using all four couplings - left and 

right wings simultaneously – is just 30 minutes empty to full. Gravity refueling can 

be accomplished through a filling point on the upper surface of the outer wing 

tanks (figure 1-40). 

Waste water 

         The waste from the toilet system is collected in waste tanks located behind 

the bulk cargo compartment. Two waste tanks are provided, giving a total storage 

capacity of 700 liters; optionally a third waste tank can be installed increasing the 

total capacity to 1050 liters. These tanks are connected to a waste water service 

panel located on the underside of the fuselage, approximately two meters aft of the 

potable water service panel. The drain and flush/fill connectors are of the standard 

Roylin type (4 inch and 1 inch respectively). After draining, the waste tanks are 

flushed with fresh water from the ground service vehicle, and then recharged with 

18 liters of disinfectant per tank (figure 1-41).    

Potable water 

         The potable water service panel is located on the underside of the fuselage, 

just aft of the rear passenger door. This panel is positioned to the left of the aircraft 

center-line, with an access panel opening towards the center-line. The standard 

0.75 inch Royling connector interfaces with conventional ground equipment. With 

a flow rate of 87.5 liters per minute, filling time is 8 minutes for the standard two 

tank layout and 12 minutes with the optional third tank. 

         Potable water is supplied from two water storage tanks, which have a total 

storage volume of 700 liters usable capacity. Optionally, a third storage tank may 

be installed to increase the total storage capacity to 1050 liters. 

         The volume of water taken on-board can be preselected, in steps of 25% of 

the tank`s capacity, on the Forward Attendant`s Panel (FAP) which is positioned 

adjacent to the left forward passenger door. 

         When the tanks are full, the control handle on the potable water service panel 

automatically returns to the “Normal” position. Once filling is completed surplus 

water remaining in the filling line is automatically emptied overboard to prevent 

freezing during flight.  
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Терминологический  словарь 

Accelerate (v.)                             ускорять 

Accessories (n.)                           арматура, принадлежности 

Accessible (adj.)                          доступный 

Accessibility (n.)                         доступность 

Accommodate (v.)                       вмещать 

Actuate (v.)                                  приводить в движение 

Adhesive (adj., n.)                       связывающий, липкий; связывающий материал 

Adjust (v.)                                   регулировать, настраивать 

Adjustment (n.)                           регулирование, сборка, настройка 

Advantage (n.)                            преимущество 

Ant. Disadvantage (n.)               недостаток 

Aerodynamic (adj.)                    аэродинамический 

Aerodynamics (n.)                     аэродинамика 

Air (n.)                                       воздух 

Ambient air                                окружающий воздух 

Air bleed                                    продув, выпуск воздуха 

Aircraft (n.)                                воздушное судно 

Airfoil (n.)                                 аэродинамический профиль 

Airframe (n.)                              корпус летательного аппарата 

Airstream (n.)                            воздушный поток, воздушная струя 

Alloy (n.)                                   сплав 

Altitude (n.)                               высота 

Aluminum (n.)                           алюминий 

Angle (n.)                                   угол 

Angular (adj.)                             угловой 

Apply (v.)                                  применять, прикладывать 

Application (n.)                         применение 
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Arc (n.)                                      дуга 

Arm (n.)                                    плечо рычага, кронштейн, консоль, рукоятка 

Arrangement (n.)                      устройство 

Assemble (v.)                            собирать, монтировать 

Assembly (n.)                           агрегат, сборка, монтаж 

Attitude (n.)                              позиция, положение 

Attach (v.)                                прикреплять, присоединять 

Attachment (n.)                         прикрепление, присоединение 

Atmosphere (n.)                        атмосфера 

Atmospheric (adj.)                   атмосферный 

Attain (v.)                                достигать, добиваться 

Axis (n.)                                   ось 

 

Barrel (n.)                                 трубка, цилиндр, втулка, барабан, бобина 

Beam (n.)                                  брус, банка, балансир, луч 

Bend (v.)                                   сгибать 

Bending (n.)                              изгиб 

Bladder (n.)                               пузырь, камера 

Bolt (n.)                                     шпингалет, болт, засов 

Bore (n.)                                    скважина, шнур 

Boss (n.)                                    бобышка 

Box-beam (n.)                           балка коробчатого сечения 

Brace (v.)                                  связывать, прикреплять 

Bracing (n.)                               крепление, связь 

Cross-bracing (n.)                     поперечное крепление 

Bracket (n.)                               кронштейн, консоль, опора, скобка 

Brake (n.)                                  тормоз 

Buckle (v.)                                сгибать, выгибать 
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Buckling (n.)                            прогиб, продольный изгиб 

Built-up (adj.)                          построенный, созданный 

Bulkhead (n.)                           перегородка, шпангоут 

Bumper (n.)                              бампер 

Burn (v.)                                  гореть, сжигать 

Butt (n.)                                   стыковая сварка, толстый конец (инструмента) 

Byproduct (n.)                         побочный продукт  

  

Cam (n.)                                  вращающийся механизм для перемещения          

                                                механических элементов; кулачок 

Cam roller (n.)                         кулачковый цилиндр 

Cambered (adj.)                      выгнутый, дугообразный, сводчатый 

Cantilever (n.)                         консоль 

Cantilever wing (n.)                свободнонесущее крыло 

Cap (n.)                                    колпачок 

Cargo (n.)                                груз 

Cast (v.)                                   отливать 

Casting (n.)                              отливка 

Catch (n.)                                 стяжной болт, захватывающее устройство,  

                                                 стопор, тормоз 

Cause (v., n.)                           вызывать, являться причиной, причина 

Ceiling (n.)                               потолок 

Cell (n.)                                   секция крыла, камера, ячейка 

Change (n., v.)                        изменение, изменять 

Chill (v.)                                 охлаждать, закаливать (металл) 

Chord (n.)                               хорда 

Chordwise (adj.)                     по хорде 

Clearance (n.)                         зазор 
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Climb (v., n.)                          набирать высоту, набор высоты 

Rate of climb                          скорость набора высоты 

Cockpit (n.)                             кабина пилота 

Combustion (n.)                     сгорание 

Combustion chamber             камера сгорания 

Compartment (n.)                   отделение, салон 

Compress (v.)                        сжимать 

Compressive (adj.)                 сжимающий 

Compression (n.)                    сжатие 

Concave (adj.)                        вогнутый 

Conduct (v.)                           вести, проводить 

Conduction (v.)                     проведение 

Cone (n.)                                конус 

Consume (v.)                         потреблять 

Consumption (n.)                  потребление 

Contain (v.)                           содержать 

Contract (v.)                          сокращать 

Controls (n.)                          управление 

Control stick                          плоскость управления 

Conventional (adj.)               обычный 

Convert (v.)                           преобразовывать 

Converter (n.)                        преобразователь (конвертура) 

Conversion (n.)                     преобразование (конверсия) 

Convex (adj.)                         выпуклый 

Cool (v.)                        охлаждать 

Coolant (n.)                           охладитель, охлаждающее вещество 

Core (n.)                                сердцевина, ядро 

Corrode (v.)                           коррозировать 
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Corrugate (v.)                        гофрировать 

Cost (n., v.)                           стоимость, стоить 

Counteract (v.)                      противодействовать 

Cowling (n.)                          обтекание 

Crankcase (n.)                       картер двигателя 

Crankshaft (n.)                      коленчатый вал 

Crisscross (v., n., adj.)          перекрещивать, перекрещивание, крест-накрест 

Cross section                         поперечное сечение 

Cylinder (n.)                          цилиндр 

 

Damp (v., n.)                         демпфировать, демпфер  

Deice (v.)                               удалять лед, устранять обледенение 

Deicer (n.)                             антиобледенитель, противообледенительное  

                                              устройство  

Design (v., n.)                       конструировать, конструкция 

Determine (v.)                       определять 

Develop (v.)                          развивать, разрабатывать 

Development (n.)                 развитие, разработка 

Damage (n., v.)                    повреждение, повреждать 

Device (n.)                           устройство, приспособление, прибор 

Discharge (n., v.)                 разгрузка, разряд, расход, подача, выпускное  

                                             отверстие 

Displace (v.)                        перемещать 

Displacement (n.)                перемещение 

Downward (adv.)                вниз, книзу 

Upward (adv.)                     вверх, кверху 

Drag (n.)                             лобовое сопротивление, полет на малой высоте 

Antidrag (n.)                       торможение, прихватывание тормоза 
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Drain (v.)                            отводить, откачивать, дренировать, осушать,  

                                            сбрасывать воды 

Drainage (n.)                       дренаж, осушение, спуск воды, сток 

Drill (v.)                              бурить, сверлить 

Duct (n.)                              проход, канал, трубопровод 

Durable (adj.)                      прочный, крепкий, надежный 

Durability (n.)                     длительная прочность, износостойкость 

 

Economy (n.)                      экономика 

Economic (adj.)                  экономический 

Economical (adv.)              экономный, экономичный 

Edge (n.)                             кромка 

Leading edge                      передняя кромка 

Trailing edge                      задняя кромка 

Efficient (adj.)                    эффективный 

Efficiency (n.)                    эффективность 

Elevator (n.)                       руль высоты 

Elevon (n.)                          элевон 

Empennage (n.)                  хвостовое оперение 

Enclose (v.)                        вставлять, вкладывать, ограничивать 

Enclosure (n.)                    вложение, включение, отгораживание 

Energy (n.)                         энергия 

Engine (n.)                         двигатель 

Heat engine                        тепловой двигатель 

Turboprop engine              турбовинтовой двигатель 

Turbine engine                   турбинный двигатель 

Equip (v.)                           оборудовать, оснащать 

Equipment (n.)                   оборудование 
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Exceed (v.)                         превышать 

Exhaust (n.)                        выхлоп 

Exhaust gas                        выхлопной газ 

Exhaust nozzle                   выхлопное сопло 

Extrude (v.)                        формовать выдавливанием, экстрадировать 

Extrusion (n.)                     горячая штамповка, горячее прессование 

Expand (v.)                         расширять(ся) 

Expansion (n.)                    расширение 

Expensive (adj.)                  дорогой 

Inexpensive (adj.)               недорогой 

Explode (v.)                        взрывать 

Explosion (n.)                     взрыв 

External (adj.)                     внешний 

Internal (adj.)                      внутренний 

 

Fabric (n.)                           ткань, материя 

Facilitate (v.)                      облегчать 

Fail (v., n.)                          отказывать, отказ 

Fail-safe (adj.)                    безотказный 

Fairing (n.)                         обтекатель, придание обтекаемой формы 

Fiber (n.)                             волокно 

Fiber glass                           стекловолокно 

Fillet (n.)                             кромка, полоска 

Fill-in (n.)                            заполнитель, заместитель 

Fin (n.)                                киль, стабилизатор, пластина, ребро 

Firewall (n.)                         брандмауэр 

Fit (v.)                                 подгонять, приспосабливать 

Fitting (n.)                           установка, сборка, монтаж 
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Fittings                                принадлежности, детали, гарнитура 

Flange (n.)                           фланец, кромка 

Flap (n.)                               щиток 

Flap (n.)                               закрылок 

Foil (n.)                                профиль, фольга 

Force (n.)                              сила 

Propulsive force                   реактивная сила 

Forge (v.)                             ковать 

Forging (n.)                          ковка 

Former (n.)                          вспомогательная нервюра 

Foundation (n.)                    основание, фундамент 

Fuel (n.)                                топливо 

Fuel tank                               топливный бак 

Fuselage (n.)                         фюзеляж 

 

Gear-box (n.)                        коробка передач           

Gas (n.)                                 газ 

Gaseous (adj.)                       газообразный 

Glass cloth                            стеклянная бумага, шкурка 

Glue (n.)                                клей 

Groove (n.)                            желобок, канавка 

Gusset (n.)                             косынка, угловое соединение, наугольник 

 

Handle (n., v.)                       ручка, рукоятка; регулировать, управлять 

Heat (n.)                                тепло 

Heat energy                           тепловая энергия 

Heat engine                           тепловой двигатель 

Hem (n.)                                кайма, кромка, рубец 
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Hinge (n., v.)                         шарнир, петля; прикреплять на петлях,  

                                              навешивать на петли, висеть или вращаться на  

                                              петлях 

Hollow (adj.)                        пустой, пустотелый, вогнутый, вдавленный 

Honeycomb (adj.)                сотовый, ячеистый 

Horse-power (n.)                  лошадиная сила, мощность 

House (v.)                            вмещать 

Ignite (v.)                               зажигать, воспламенять 

Ignition (n.)                            зажигание, воспламенение 

Impose (v.)                             налагать, предписывать 

Inboard (adj.)                          внутри (самолета, корабля) 

Outboard (adj.)                       крыловой, расположенный на крыше или под  

                                                крылом                                  

Incorporate (v.)                       объединять, включать в себя 

Ingest (v.)                               глотать, проглатывать 

Instrument (n.)                        прибор 

Instrumentation (n.)               приборы, оборудование 

Install (v.)                               устанавливать 

Installation (n.)                       установка 

 

Jet (n.)                                    реактивная струя, реактивный самолет 

Turbojet (adj.)                        турбореактивный 

Ramjet (n.)                             прямоточный воздушно-реактивный двигатель 

Pulsejet (n.)                            пульсирующий воздушно-реактивный двигатель 

Join (v.)                                  присоединяться 

 

Label (n., v.)                           ярлык, этикетка; прикреплять ярлык, этикетку  

Lack (n., v.)                            нехватка, недостаток; испытывать недостаток 
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Laminate (v.)                          отслаивать(ся), расщеплять(ся) 

Land (v.)                                 приземляться 

Landing gear                          шасси 

Lateral (adj.)                          латеральный, боковой 

Latch (n.)                                щеколда, задвижка, шпингалет 

Leakage (n.)                            утечка 

Lengthwise (adj.)                    продольный 

Lever (n.)                                рычаг 

Lift (n.)                                   подъемная сила 

Load (v., n.)                            нагружать, нагрузка 

Distributed load                     распределенная нагрузка 

Payload                                   полезная нагрузка 

Lobe (n.)                                 кулачок, выступ, бобышка, углубление  

Longeron (n.)                          лонжерон 

Longitudinal (adj.)                  продольный 

 

Machine (n., v.)                       машина, обрабатывать на станке                       

Magnesium (n.)                       магнезий 

Maintain (v.)                           сохранять, поддерживать, обслуживать (технику) 

Maintenance (n.)                     техническое обслуживание 

Means (n.)                               средство 

By means of                            с помощью, посредством 

Mechanical (adj.)                    механический 

Mixture (n.)                             смесь 

Moisture (n.)                           влага 

Monocoque (n.)                      монокок (тип конструкции, в которой обшивка  

                                                фюзеляжа несет всю нагрузку) 

Motion (n.)                              движение 
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Law of motion                         закон движения 

Manufacture (v., n.)                 производить, производство 

Mount (v., n)                            устанавливать, монтировать; установка, станок,  

                                                 стенд   

Mill (v.)                                   обрабатывать на станке, фрезеровать 

 

Nacelle (n.)                              гондола (ограждение вдоль потока из крыла или  

                                                 фюзеляжа для двигателя) 

Nail (n.)                                   гвоздь, шпилька 

Negative (adj.)                         отрицательный 

Ant. Positive (adj.)                  положительный 

Nomenclature (n.)                    номенклатура 

Nozzle (n.)                               сопло 

Nut (n.)                                    гайка, муфта 

 

Oil (n.)                                     нефть, масло 

Output (n.)                               выпуск (продукции), выход (данных) 

Overcome (v.)                          преодолевать 

Overhaul (n.)                           капитальный ремонт 

Overlap (n., v.)                        нахлестка, перекрытие; частично покрывать или  

                                                Совпадать, заходить один за другой 

Oxidize (v.)                             окислять 

Oxidizer (n.)                           окислитель 

 

Pad (n.)                                   бобышка, буртик, заливка вкладышей  

                                               (подшипника) 

Panel (n.)                                секция крыла, сигнальное полотнище 

Pin (n.)                                    палец, штифт, шпилька, шплинт, ось, цапфа,  
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                                                шейка 

Piston (n.)                               поршень 

Plug (n.)                                  свеча 

Spark plug                              свеча зажигания 

Plywood (n.)                           (клеёная) фанера 

Pod (n.)                                   гондола двигателя 

Point (n.)                                 точка 

Dead point                              мертвая точка 

Power (n.)                               энергия, мощность 

Powerplant (n.)                       силовая установка 

Power output                          выходная мощность 

Pressure (n.)                           давление 

Project (v.)                             проектировать 

Propel (v.)                              приводить в движение, продвигать вперед 

 

Stiff (adj.)                 жесткий 

Stiffness (n.)                          жесткость 

Stiffener (n.)                          упрочнитель, элемент повышения жесткости 

Straight (adj., adv.)               прямой, прямо          

Streamlined                           обтекаемый, обтекаемой формы 

Strength (n.)                          сила, прочность 

Stress (n.)                              напряжение 

Stringer (n.)                           стрингер 

Stroke (n.)                              взмах 

Strut (n.)                                 распорка, стойка, нога (шасси) 

Stub (n.)                                 укороченная деталь 

Subject (v.)                            подвергать 

Sufficient (adj.)                     достаточный 
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Supercharge (v.)                    работать с поддувом, перегружать 

Support (v., n.)                      поддерживать; суппорт 

Surface (n.)                            поверхность 

Controls surface                    органы управления 

Surplus (n.)                            излишек 

Suspend (v.)                           подвешивать, приостанавливать 

Sustain (v.)                             подпирать, поддерживать 

Sweptback (adj.)                    стреловидный 

Sweptback aircraft                 самолет со стреловидным крылом 

 

Tape (n.)                                 лента, рулетка 

Taxi (v.)                                  рулить 

Taxi-way                                рулежная дорожка 

Taper (v.)                               сужать, заострять, сводить на конус 

Tension (n.)                           напряжение, напряженность 

Throttle (n.)                           дроссель 

Thrust (n.)                             тяга 

Tire (n.)                                 шина, покрышка колеса 

Torsion (n.)                           кручение 

Transfer (v., n.)                     передавать, передача 

Transmit (v.)                        передавать 

Transmission (n.)                 передача 

Trim tab                                триммер                     

Trunk (n.)                             ствол 

Truss (n.)                              ферма, связь 

Tube (n.)                               трубка, труба 

Torque tube                          реактивная труба 

Turbine (n.)                          турбина 
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Unit (n.)                                агрегат, блок 

 

Valve (n.)                              клапан 

Vibration (n.)                        вибрация 

Visible (adj.)                         видимый 

Volume (n.)                          объем 

Volumetric (adj.)                  объемный, волюметрический 

Vulnerable (adj.)                  уязвимый 

Vulnerability (n.)                 уязвимость 

 

Wear (v.)                              носить 

Web (n.)                               сеть 

Weight (n.)                           вес 

Weld (v.)                              сваривать 

Welding (n.)                         сварка 

Wheel well                           гондола шасси, ниша шасси 

Wing (n.)                              крыло 

 

Yoke (n.)                              ярмо 
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